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Introduction

Section 1

AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE (IF) is an excellence mark that gives recognition that you are an
excellence focused organisation. All IF organisations have a proven record of high standards and
continually drive for internal excellence in course design and quality assurance. You will benefit
from the assurance that your systems have been checked and proved to be of a high standard of
excellence, an accolade that can be used in your marketing materials. As a recognised centre, you
can have your own education courses and programmes validated with our Excellence Mark. This
shows they have met AIM’s criteria of excellence in development and delivery.

How will IF benefit your
organisation?

Section 2

▪ Competitive edge – IF will add further value to your reputation to help you gain and retain clients
▪ Manage risk – Operate within a quality framework to help provide evidence to third parties, such
as government bodies, about the quality of the learning experience that you offer
▪ Minimise costs – Your students will receive eCertificates that are dual branded with your logo
and contain the course name they have attended
You will receive the following:
▪ The IF kitemark for use in your marketing
▪ A framed IF centre certificate to promote that you are an IF recognised centre
▪ An annual review visit carried out by your centre lead. Your centre lead will produce a report
which can be used to inform your self-assessment

Back to Contents
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Becoming an IF centre

Section 3

There are two stages to approval for IF
1. Application – submission of your completed application form along with relevant policies,
supporting documentation and initial fee. Our customer experience team will conduct relevant
checks of all documentation submitted before passing it over to your appointed
centre lead (CL) for verification of submission.
You can find copies of our IF application and checklist here and the IF course registration form here
2. Verification visit – this is undertaken by your centre lead who may ask to conduct a visit to your
main training centre or carry out the verification visit. Your centre lead will send a verification
checklist to help you prepare for your meeting.

Continuing approval
Annual visits* will be carried out to confirm continued compliance. The CL will forward a blank
copy of the visit report, please ensure that you are able to provide all evidence required to ensure a
smooth visit. A sample of this form can be found here.
*Please note visits may be carried out remotely

Completing the application form
Please ensure all sections on your form are completed and contain all information requested to
ensure your application is processed as quickly as possible.
If you are already an AIM centre, you are not required to complete all the detail requested in the
application form.
For current AIM centres ONLY
Complete sections one to six on the application form

Documentation/policies etc
▪ You will only be required to provide those annotated on the application form introduction notes.
For more details, please contact us at enquiries@aim-group.org.uk or visit our
website www.aim-group.org.uk/if
Back to Contents
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Section 4

Fees
IF Initial approval fee
New centres who are not currently accredited
with AIM Qualifications and Assessment Group

£475

Currently accredited centres/partners

£375

Includes:
▪ AIM IF approval support
▪ AIM IF verification meeting
▪ One annual quality assurance meeting
▪ AIM online portal access
▪ Ongoing business development support
▪ Use of IF kitemark for marketing
▪ A framed IF centre certificate
▪ 12 months IF Approval of five courses

IF Annual approval fee

£300

Includes:
▪ Annual quality assurance meeting
▪ AIM online portal access
▪ Ongoing business development support
▪ Use of IF kitemark for marketing
▪ Framed IF centre certificate
▪ 12 months IF approval of five courses

Additional support visits available on request
Back to Contents

£260
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Additional course approval
First five courses

Free of charge

Six to ten courses

£150

For centres wishing to offer above ten courses please contact your business development lead to
discuss your requirements.

Registration and certification
As an IF centre you will be required to register each of your delegates with us when they start your
course and confirm completion to claim certification at the end.
Registration for eCertification charges

Per delegate

£7.00

Replacement eCertificate

£3.00

If you would like to have a member of AIM staff attend your centre to present certificates, for
instance at a certificate ceremony, this can be arranged subject to staff availability. Our member
of staff will bring the certificates with them. Please speak to your Customer Experience Advisor to
arrange a visit.
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Section 5

Policies

To be eligible for IF we require you to provide, through policy and/or procedure evidence to
satisfy our quality measures. Your policies and procedures should reflect your commitment to
effective planning and reviewing of courses, delivered and quality assured by staff with appropriate
qualifications/experience or the expertise to meet the needs of both the delegate and the
course purpose.
Your policies/procedures should begin and can continue as a business statement. The business
statement is your organisation’s intent and commitment regarding the execution of the
policy/procedure and should ensure that it is inclusive of all personnel related to your centre
and your courses.
Where online delivery is used, please ensure that you consider this carefully in your policies and
include relevant steps for this type of delivery.
AIM Centres who are already accredited to deliver regulated qualifications will only be required
to provide evidence for those annotated with an asterisk.

This should include your decision making
process regarding:
Course design*

▪ outcome
▪ content

▪ delivery

▪ resources and materials
▪ Gathering feedback from students

▪ Using feedback to review course delivery/resources/

Course evaluation*

(Should be used to inform self-assessment)

Back to Contents

lesson plans
▪ Course feedback should also include comments from
tutors/instructors
▪ Observations of course delivery

5

A review of your organisational performance and
business case. This should include:
▪ a review of course delivery taking into consideration

Self-assessment

Continuing professional
development (CPD)

course feedback
▪ increase/decrease to course duration, and number
of courses
▪ renew/retain/remove/rewrite resources. This is an
opportunity to ensure resources are fit for purpose
▪ staff expertise, CPD planning
Consider how you and your tutors/instructors will
maintain their industry currency (where applicable).
▪ How will you register your students, what

Student registration*

(To be considered for data protection)

Data protection

(You should consider the requirements for
student registration)

Complaints

(Should be considered for
self-assessment and covered under Data
Protection)

information do you intend to ask for?
▪ How will you inform the student as to what you will
use the information for?
▪ How long will you retain that information?
▪ Are you registered with the ICO as a data

controller etc?
▪ Why do you need data?
▪ How will you deal with requests for data release?
▪ Recording
▪ Stages

▪ Actions

▪ Resolution

Provide a fair and safe workplace for all staff,
contractors, students and visitors regardless of the nine
protected characteristics. This policy should:
Equality, diversity and
inclusion (EDI)

Back to Contents

▪ encourage equality, diversity and inclusion in

the workplace
▪ create a working environment free of bullying,
harassment, victimisation and unlawful
discrimination, promoting dignity and respect for all
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Health and safety at work

Nothing should be left untouched in this policy. You
need, as a minimum, to consider who is involved
with the healthy and safe operation of your business.
The policy should instruct and inform regarding
responsibility and actions for management, staff,
students, contractors, visitors. Specifically risk from:
▪ materials or resources
▪ practical performance

▪ legislative requirements

Risk assessments are to be carried out and
made available.
This refers to risks to the business and is not to be
confused with health and safety at the workplace.
Risk register

You should list everything that could go wrong and
then provide an overview of how you will mitigate any
ongoing damage to your business. The aim would be
to remove a risk but not every risk can be removed,
the document (table) should be ‘live’ as it is recognised
that some risks will be unforeseen.
It is essential that students feel safe while in your
learning environment. You should consider the fact that
this may be an unknown environment for your students
and they may not recognise danger. Include:

Safe learning environment

(Can form part of the health and safety at
work policy but must be highlighted as
a subsection)
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▪ site safety brief

▪ resources/materials and or equipment safe

use training
▪ instructions for actions in the case of emergency
or risk
▪ regular accommodation inspections
▪ risk assessments
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Registering your course

Section 6

We will produce all your course certificates however you must register your courses in advance,
ideally when applying to join the IF scheme. We will not produce certificates for unapproved courses
or for courses added with short notice unless we have agreed to do so. You can find an example of
the course registration document, Annex A, in this handbook (see appendix 3). You can also obtain
a copy of the document here.
Each course will need a separate Annex A, although we accept that some will appear very similar.
When completing Annex A, please ensure that each course has a unique title (this will appear on
the student certificates) and allocate each course a course number. When entering the
instructor/tutor names please add details of their experience.
You should note that there are set fees for up to 10 courses. If you intend to register more than 10
courses, you should first discuss this with one of our Business Development Leads. Similarly, if you
have registered 10 at the initial application stage and wish to add further courses you should first
contact one of our Business Development Leads.
You do not need to inform AIM that you are withdrawing courses, this can be dealt with during the
annual visit. You should however inform AIM if you intend to change any of the courses.

Back to Contents
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Operating standards

Section 7

IF is underpinned by the following principles:
1. By applying for IF, centres are indicating a willingness to work with AIM in sharing good practice
and thereby raising standards of education and training.
2. The centre understands the on-going requirements of quality assurance criteria for IF may
change from time to time.
3. The ownership of course design and content (intellectual property rights) remains
with the centre.
4. Course details are regarded as confidential to the centre and to IF and will not be divulged by
AIM to a third party without prior agreement from the centre.
5. A senior representative of the centre must be nominated as the quality assurance contact
for the centre.
6. All staff members involved in the delivery of courses, that are to be registered and recognised
under IF, have the appropriate skills, experience and qualifications to deliver and quality assure
the course and are aware of the requirements of the agreement and their role in adhering to it.
7. Under the terms and conditions of the IF agreement, the centre will be responsible for the
content, accuracy and legality of any course information or material. This includes making sure
that all advertising and promotional course information or material which is printed, on any
website or in any electronic form adheres to current legislation and regulation.
8. The centre will not advertise and promote provision as recognised by IF until approval has been
confirmed and following this, the centre has received written confirmation.

Back to Contents
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Section 8
Occupational competence
guidelines for delivery of IF courses
Essential
All tutors or trainers or delivery and quality assurance staff should:
▪ have current or recent teaching or work experience in relevant sector
▪ be occupationally competent to, at a minimum, the level being delivered
Desirable
▪ all tutors, trainers, and delivery staff to have attended a ‘train the trainer’ course or hold a
qualification in assessment of vocational qualifications
▪ all quality assurance staff to have attended a ‘train the trainer’ course or hold a qualification in
quality assurance of vocational qualifications

Registering and certificating for
IF non-regulated courses

Section 9

Centres are to register students on their IF courses with AIM so each learner receives an official IF
certificate produced by AIM. You will only be able to register students on courses which have had
prior IF approval.
All learners will be registered through our online portal system. Centres will receive full support
from AIM on how to access the portal.
We will forward to you a file containing the requested eCertificates, all you will need to
do is print them.

Back to Contents
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Marketing and promotion

Section 10

Using the IF kitemark
As an IF centre you are entitled to use our IF kitemark and refer to AIM recognition.
You can use this kitemark on any documentation or media relating to your IF non-regulated courses
which fall under your centre’s agreement with AIM.
To receive the kitemark, please complete the promotion agreement and logo request form, which
can be found here, and send it to marketing@aim-group.org.uk.
You can also have your centre’s logo on your learners’ certificates of completion, this helps you
to reinforce your brand to gain and retain your clients. You will just need to send us a high-quality
jpeg/png of your logo (300 dpi) and send this to us at marketing@aim-group.org.uk – making sure
to mention that you would like us to use your attached logo on IF certification.

Advertising and promoting non-regulated IF courses
IF is designed to give formal recognition to your organisations’ bespoke education or training
provision. Courses of recognised bespoke education or training are regarded by our regulators
to be ‘non-regulated’ provision – but are subject to condition B5, ‘representations regarding
qualifications’ as follows:
B5.1 – Statements regarding qualifications which are not regulated qualifications. An awarding
organisation must not (and must take all reasonable steps to ensure that any person
connected with it does not) make any statement that would be likely to lead users of
qualifications to believe that a qualification it makes available is a regulated qualification
when it’s not a regulated qualification.
B5.2 – Advertising and promotion of qualifications. An awarding organisation must not (and
must take all reasonable steps to ensure that any person connected with it does not)
advertise or promote its qualifications in a manner that is likely to be misleading to users
of qualifications.
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Under the terms and conditions of the IF agreement, the centre is responsible for the content,
accuracy and legibility of any course information or material. This includes making sure all
advertising and promotional course information or material which is printed; on any website; or in
any electronic form.
All bespoke courses that are recognised by AIM under the centre’s IF are subject to the stipulations
and guidelines for advertising and promotion of course information. AIM reserves the right to verify
what it considers advertising or promoting course(s) in a manner that is likely to be misleading
to learners. As the conditions above apply to AIM any confirmed or intended breach of these
conditions by a centre will be taken very seriously by AIM and AIM has the right to terminate the IF
agreement immediately and without notice as a result.

Ongoing monitoring

Section 11

Each year your centre will have an annual quality assurance visit, either physical or remote.
Regardless of whether the visit is physical or remote, an observation of delivery will be carried out
and a systems and procedures review will be carried out by your centre lead. This will provide you
with the opportunity to discuss your quality assurance procedures, update with AIM on any internal
changes and give AIM the confidence that you are maintaining your high standards. You should also
take this opportunity to discuss any future courses you are considering.
As part of our ongoing monitoring process, your centre lead will forward an annual visit report
form to you. This form can be found here. Please ensure that you are able to provide all evidence
required to ensure a smooth visit.

Back to Contents
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Section 12

Process guide
IF Application completed by potential centre

Application actions
recommendations

IF Application received by AIM
and documents reviewed

AIM satisfied?

IF Application rejected with
recommendations

No

Yes

IF Application documentation approval

IF approval visit carried out

AIM satisfied?

No

Yes

IF application approved and
welcome pack sent to applicant

IF centre can now register delegates for certification
Annual IF centre visit (physical or remote)

Back to Contents
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Appendices and Links
Select an appendix or link from the list below to view the document.

Appendix Title
Appendix 1 - Annual visit report form
Appendix 2 - Application and checklist form
Appendix 3 - Course registrations form
Appendix 4 - Promotion agreement and kitemark request form

Useful Links
Link 1 - AIM IF webpage
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Appendix 1

AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Annual visit report

For remote visits request documentary and photographic evidence in advance of call
Centre name

IF centre number

Authorised person
Duration
Signature

A

AIM staff

E

Date of visit

TH

IS

Th
ho is d
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ve um
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ep u w is
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ou nt to
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ev sa mp
ie mp le
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IS

PL

Date of last visit
Conducted by
Overview of report (include any actions/activities identified)

M

If any actions/activities were identified, have they been completed?

Confirm

SA

Address of premises unchanged
Staff remain unchanged
Registered courses

Yes/No
Yes/No

Current

Page15
1 of 4

Yes/No/NA

Discontinued

Ref: IF/09/2020V2

AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Annual visit report

Have any changes been made to registered courses?

IS
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ou nt to
r r a co
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ie mp le
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IS

PL

E

Comments (include outcomes, resources, method of achievement, tutors)

A

Course and title number

Yes/No

Title

TH

Have the policies listed below been reviewed since the last visit
Remarks

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

SA

M

Course design
Continuing professional development
Safe learning environment
Course evaluation
Complaints
Health and safety at work
Equality, diversity and inclusion
Data protection
Student registration
Risk register
Self-assessment

Yes/No

Additional comments

Page16
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Annual visit report
Premises
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Expiry

IS

Th
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IS

PL

A

Additional comments

Expiry

E

Health and safety notice displayed
Certificate of liability displayed
Fire evacuation plan displayed
Fire extinguishers in place
Building in apparent good repair

TH

Facilities/resources

M

Sufficient desks and chairs
Sufficient computers
Sufficient workbooks
Sufficient specific equipment

Specific equipment

Quantity

SA

Name/Type

Yes/No/NA
Yes/No/NA
Yes/No/NA
Yes/No/NA

Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Annual visit report
Learning

E

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No/NA
Yes/No
Yes/No/NA
Yes/No
Yes/No

IS

Th
ho is d
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ve um
r y en
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ar il for
e lb A
fo e IM
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ou nt to
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ev sa mp
ie mp le
w le te
to ,

IS

PL

A

Did you observe any lessons
Did the lesson follow the lesson/course plan
Did the tutor provide time for student questions
Did the tutor confirm learning at relevant stages
Are students being engaged in learning
Did all students participate or had the opportunity to participate
Did the tutor use handouts
Are handouts relevant and good quality
Did students have workbooks
Are workbooks relevant and good quality
Was this course registered for today’s delivery with AIM
Did student names match those registered through AIM

M

TH

Additional comments

Records

SA

Are records kept securely
Are question papers kept secure
Were records maintained for the last 12 months
Are records clear and legible
Are only the necessary records maintained
Do records match those held by AIM
Additional comments

Page18
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Yes/No
Yes/No/NA
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application

Appendix 2

The AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE (IF) is awarded to organisations who can demonstrate a high standard of
quality provision both as an organisation and through the course(s) they deliver. To achieve this quality mark,
organisations will need to meet our quality criteria at each step of the process.
To be eligible for the IF, your organisation must:

▪

embed a culture of continuous professional development for your staff

▪

obtain and use feedback from delegates to inform improvement to delivery and course content

▪

provide a safe learning environment for delegates including relevant and up to date training aids which are
in good repair

▪

organisations who have already become an AIM approved centre will not need to provide all of the
policies requested, those required are annotated with an asterisk*

IS

IS

PL

E

have clear policies and procedures that demonstrate your commitment to providing quality training through
course design, planning, delivery and quality assurance

A

▪

Submission

Pl
w eas
fo ww e
r a .a vis
co im it o
py -g ur
of rou w
th p. ebs
is or it
do g.u e a
cu k/ t
m if
en
t

TH

If you need assistance in completing this application form, please give us a call on 01332 341822.

M

Please submit your completed application form with the required documentation (see below) to:
Email: enquiries@aim-group.org.uk

Required documents

SA

To support your application, you must submit the documents listed below (a hyperlink to the relevant policy and
procedure documents will be acceptable).
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application

Policy and procedure documents
To be eligible for IF we require you to provide, through policy and/or procedure evidence to satisfy our quality
measures. Your policies and procedures should reflect your commitment to effective planning and reviewing of
courses, delivered and quality assured by staff with appropriate qualifications/experience or the expertise to meet
the needs of both the delegate and the course purpose.

E

Your policies/procedures should begin and can continue as a business statement. The business statement is your
organisations intent and commitment regarding the execution of the policy/procedure and should ensure that it is
inclusive of all personnel related to your centre and your courses.

PL

A

Where online delivery is used, please ensure that you consider this carefully in your policies and include relevant
steps for this type of delivery.

IS

IS

AIM Centres who are already accredited to deliver regulated qualifications will only be required to provide
evidence for those annotated with an asterisk.

▪
▪
▪
▪

outcome
content
delivery
resources and materials

▪
▪
▪
▪

Gathering feedback from students
Using feedback to review course delivery/resources/lesson plans
Course feedback should also include comment from tutors/instructors
Observations of course delivery

M

Course design*

Pl
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of rou w
th p. ebs
is or it
do g.u e a
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t

TH

This should include your decision making process regarding:

Course evaluation*

(Should be used to inform self-assessment)

SA

A review of your organisational performance and business case.
This should include:

Self-assessment

Continuing professional
development (CPD)

Student registration*

(To be considered for data protection)

▪ a review of course delivery taking into consideration course feedback
▪ increase/decrease to course duration, and number of courses
▪ renew/retain/remove/rewrite resources. This is an opportunity to ensure
resources are fit for purpose
▪ staff expertise, CPD planning
Consider how you and your tutors/instructors will maintain their industry
currency (where applicable).

▪ How will you register your students, what information do you intend
to ask for?
▪ How will you inform the student as to what you will use the
information for?
▪ How long will you retain that information?
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application

Complaints

(Should be considered for self-assessment
and covered under Data Protection)

Recording
Stages
Actions
Resolution

Provide a fair and safe workplace for all staff, contractors, students and
visitors regardless of the nine protected characteristics.
This policy should:

▪ encourage equality, diversity and inclusion in the workplace
▪ create a working environment free of bullying, harassment, victimisation
and unlawful discrimination, promoting dignity and respect for all

M

Health and safety at work

Nothing should be left untouched in this policy. You need, as a minimum, to
consider who is involved with the healthy and safe operation of your
business. The policy should instruct and inform regarding responsibility and
actions for management, staff, students, contractors, visitors.
Specifically risk from:

Pl
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fo ww e
r a .a vis
co im it o
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th p. ebs
is or it
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TH

IS

IS

PL

Equality, diversity and inclusion
(EDI)

▪
▪
▪
▪

E

(You should consider the requirements for
student registration)

▪ Are you registered with the ICO as a data controller etc?
▪ Why you need data?
▪ How will you deal with requests for data release?

A

Data protection

▪ materials or resources
▪ practical performance
▪ legislative requirements

Risk assessment are to be carried out and made available,

SA

This refers to risks to the business and is not to be confused with health and
safety at the workplace.

Risk register

Safe learning environment

(Can form part of the health and safety at
work policy but must be highlighted as a
subsection)

You should list everything that could go wrong and then provide an
overview of how you will mitigate any ongoing damage to your business.
The aim would be to remove a risk but not every risk can be removed, the
document (table) should be ‘live’ as it is recognised that some risks will be
unforeseen.
It is essential that students feel safe while in your learning environment.
You should consider the fact that this maybe an unknown environment for
your students and they may not recognise danger. Include:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

site safety brief
resources/materials and or equipment safe use training
instructions for actions in the case of emergency or risk
regular accommodation inspections
risk assessments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application
Terms and conditions
The IF terms and conditions (last page of this document) must be signed by someone within the centre who has the
authority to do so.

What happens next?

E

Once you have submitted your application you will
Receive an acknowledgement email within 48 hours.

▪

Receive an invoice for fees - Please note that the Centre Lead will not be able to contact you until this
invoice has been paid.

Pl
w eas
fo ww e
r a .a vis
co im it o
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t

SA

M

TH

IS

IS

PL

A

▪
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application

Part one
1. Organisation details
Organisation name
AIM centre number (for current centres)

Site address

Tel no

Site address

Tel no

TH

IS

IS

Site name

PL

A

Site name

E

Satellite sites: If delivery will be on a site other than at the main address listed on this application, please
provide details below (add an annex to this application if required)

M

Head of Organisation

Pl
w eas
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2. Key organisation contacts for IF
Name
Position
Tel
Email

Main Point of contact

SA

Name
Position
Tel
Email

Finance contact
Name
Position
Tel
Email

Other Key contact (please state)
Name
Position
Tel
Email

Address

Address

Address

Address
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application
3. Intentions

E

IS

IS

PL

A

Please describe how your organisation intends to use IF:

Pl
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TH

4. Registration and Certification of delegates

M

Please list below the name of each course you will be registering delegates against.
This course title will appear on the certificates.

Centres are to register delegate, by course, with their appointed Customer Experience Adviser five working days
prior to course end date. Certificates will only be issued on notification of delegate satisfactory achievement.

SA

Please note that we will request (at random) that you forward, by post to AIM a printed course certificate for
quality assurance purposes.
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SA

M

TH

Course title

Course title

Course title

Course title

Course title

Name
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Please state experience and skills

E

A

The centre is to provide adequate detail of delivery staff experience, this could include industry experience, competence and also any delivery
experience ie train the trainer, teaching qualifications or delivery experience

IS

Please include and indicate those with responsibility for carrying out QA (observation of delivery) activity

5. Delivery Staff

Application

AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE

Ref: IF/02/2021

For AIM Use

AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application

6. Terms and conditions
The organisation agrees to the following terms and conditions and will provide evidence of documentation to AIM during
monitoring activity.
The organisation will:

2.

implement a quality management system that is systematically reviewed to ensure that delegate and staff needs are
met, that all appropriate persons are kept up to date with quality policy, procedures and standards, and that
responsibilities for the management of these systems are clearly and appropriately allocated

3.

have administrative systems that will enable AIM requirements to be met promptly, accurately, and securely

4.

register delegates a minimum of five days prior to completion of course

5.

document the respective roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities of each partner/sub-contracted service, with clear
lines of communication between the partners, where an organisation is part of a partnership agreement
between organisations

6.

keep complete and accurate records, for at least one year from the end of year to which they relate, for all training
courses and make these available to AIM on request

7.

agree to abide by all reasonable requirements by AIM concerning the use of their logos

8.

agree to display the AIM IF logotype on your websites

9.

agree to provide AIM, on reasonable notice, with access to premises, people and records as required, and fully cooperate with their monitoring activities, including but not limited to providing access to any premises used (including
satellite sites)
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PL

E

have resources, systems and staffing that will be appropriate to support the training courses provided and ensure that
staff have access to appropriate training, guidance, and support

A

1.

10. comply with all relevant law and criteria as updated and amended from time to time

11. have effective communications systems in place internally, with AIM and with delegates
12. agree to the prompt payment of all invoices in line with AIM IF published charges

13. accept that if the organisation defaults on the commitments made in this application it may lead to the removal of its

SA

IF approval

I declare that I am authorised by the centre to supply the information given above and, at the date of signing, the information
provided is a true and accurate record to the best of my knowledge. I agree to act in accordance with the requirements
specified in the IF terms and conditions. I further declare that I am authorised by the organisation to sign this application on
behalf of the organisation.

Signed

(Must be signed by head of
organisation or appropriate person
with delegated responsibility)

Job title

Full name

Date

(Please print)

Please tick if you would like to receive general product information newsletters
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist

Part two
Centre name

IF centre number
On completion

Authorised person
Outcome
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Address

Signature

PL

A

Aim staff

E

Date of check

Customer experience advisor (CEA)
Centre lead (CL)

Business development lead (BDL)

Centre staff

SA

Head of centre
Administrator

Delivery staff

Relevant experience, TtT, teaching, industry etc

Cleared
Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist

Site checks
Premises

Yes/No

Certificate of liability displayed

Yes/No

Fire evacuation plan displayed

Yes/No

Fire extinguishers in place

Yes/No

Building in apparent good repair

Yes/No

Expiry

Facilities/resources

M

Sufficient desks and chairs
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PL

A

Additional comments

Expiry

E

Health and safety notice displayed

Sufficient computers

Sufficient workbooks

Sufficient specific equipment

Specific equipment

SA

Name/Type

Yes/No/NA

Yes/No/NA
Yes/No/NA

Yes/No/NA

Quantity

Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist
Learning
Yes/No

Did the lesson follow the lesson/course plan

Yes/No

Did the tutor provide time for student questions

Yes/No

Did the tutor confirm learning at relevant stages

Yes/No

Are students being engaged in learning

Yes/No

Did all students participate or had the opportunity to participate

Yes/No

Did the tutor use handouts

Yes/No

Did students have workbooks

Yes/No/NA

A

Are handouts relevant and good quality

E

Did you observe any lessons

PL

Are workbooks relevant and good quality

IS

Is this course registered for delivery with AIM

Yes/No/NA
Yes/No
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Additional comments

Yes/No
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist

Course delivery checks
Health and safety at work

Please tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:
Intent and commitment

Please tick
✓

For Management

A

For staff

IS

For visitor

PL

For students

E

Responsibilities regarding maintaining a safe workplace including reporting damage,
near misses and incidents:

Includes an incident evacuation plan

Includes an up to date copy of certificate of liability

IS

Refers to relevant legislation and regulation if required (ie COSHH, working at heights etc)
Notice boards will display policies and instructions

SA

M

Additional comments
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Equipment, including fire extinguishers will be inspected regularly
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist

Equality, diversity and inclusion

Please tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:
Management responsibilities
Staff responsibilities
Student responsibilities

Data protection
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A

Additional comments

E

Visitors responsibilities

M

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:
Rational for retention of data
Responsibilities regarding:
Management
Staff

SA

Visitors

Please tick
✓

Please Tick
✓

Retention policy and commitment to GDPR
Destruction of data/records

The student consent documentation and process

Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist
Student registration
Please Tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:
Process for completing enrolment
Process for forwarding student names to AIM

Please Tick
✓

Health and safety at the workplace brief

A

Course content brief

E

Course induction process, including:

IS
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Additional comments

PL

Data protection brief, includes signed agreement regarding retention

Risk register

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:

Commitment and remedial action to continuing to function and support students

SA

Actions to be carried out if there is a closure due to:
Staff absence or dismissal
Loss of facilities (water/gas/electric/heating)
Actions due to a disruption (fire alarm)
Loss of equipment

Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist
Complaints
Please tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s commitment to:
Commitment to providing a first-class experience to their students
includes statement of approachability

Please tick
✓

Response timings
Log, registration, outcome

A

Stages, tutor, manager etc

E

Has an explanation of the complaints process and includes:

IS
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Additional comments

PL

How it feeds into the Self-Assessment Report

Self-assessment

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:

Approach and commitment to continuous improvement

Please tick
✓

SA

An honest appraisal of the organisation’s performance
Targets for improvement
Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist
Course evaluation

Please tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s:
Approach and commitment to continuous improvement

M

Course design
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A

Additional comments

E

Both good and bad evaluation is noted and recorded
When appropriate, course evaluation will be used to identify and modify courses and
training techniques
Students are provided with responses to their evaluation

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s commitment to:
Developing appropriate outcomes for course purpose

Please tick
✓

Providing appropriate content through knowledge and/or performance
Designing high level delivery using a range of techniques

SA

Consider the most appropriate materials/resources to enhance learning for the course
Additional comments
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
Application checklist

Continuing professional development

Please tick
✓

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s commitment to:
Developing the individual skills of their staff
Make provision for individuals to attend self-development events
Provide training to staff

Safe learning environment
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A

Additional comments

E

Maintain records

M

(The health and safety at work and the equality, diversity and inclusion policies should also be considered when judging this policy)

Business statement clearly indicates the centre’s commitment to:
Ensuring the safety of students, whether indoors or out

Please tick
✓

Classrooms are warm, dry and comfortable

Desks and chairs are in serviceable condition

Resources are in a serviceable condition and appropriate for the task

SA

There is appropriate provision for breaks
Buildings are in good repair

Appropriate provision is made for student safety when working outdoors
Additional comments
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E
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A

Overall comments and targets
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
For AIM use
For AIM use only

E

Approved with actions

Date
Date

SA

M

TH

Quality assurance manager

Not approved
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Centre lead

IS

Approved

IS

Recommendation

PL

A

Actions and timeframes
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Course registration

Appendix 3

Annex A
Course title

Course number

Maximum number of students

IS

PL

Date course created/reviewed

A

Expected number of courses per year

E

Course duration
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About this course (Rationale, what will be taught etc)

SA

How will the student’s achievement be judged
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PL

A

Instructor(s)/tutor(s)

E

What resources will be required
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
IF promotion agreement and logo requests

Appendix 4

Congratulations on becoming an AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
recognised centre.

E

IS

PL

A

As an IF centre you are entitled to use the AIM IF logotype on your marketing materials and
refer to AIM recognition. This agreement outlines the use of the AIM logotype by the
recognised centre and seeks the permission of the IF approved centre to use their company
logo on AIM marketing collateral.
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Please complete all relevant sections and return this form to
marketing@aim-group.org.uk.
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
IF promotion agreement and logo requests
Section one - Use of IF logotype
A digital version of the IF logotype will be sent to you once this form has been completed and
returned to AIM.

.jpg
.png

IS

IS

Conditions of use

PL

.svg

A

What format would
you like the logo in?

If you need another file type, please state below

E

Please tick below

As an IF centre you are entitled to use our IF logotype and refer to AIM recognition.
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1. You can use this logotype on any documentation or media relating to your IF non-regulated courses
which fall under your centre’s agreement with AIM.

M

2. Under the terms and conditions of the IF agreement, the centre will be responsible for the content,
accuracy and legality of any course information or material. This includes making sure that all
advertising and promotional course information or material which is printed, or used on any
website/electronic form, adheres to our regulator’s conditions B5.1 and B5.2.
3. The IF logo is only to be used by the centre/provider/organisation approved by AIM as an IF centre
and may not be used for purposes which are unrelated to IF

SA

4. The logo must only be used where high-quality reproduction is guaranteed.

5. As part of the standard evaluation and monitoring process of centres, AIM staff will monitor the use
of the IF logo and act as needed.
6. Under no circumstances should the logo be used in a manner which may bring AIM Qualifications
and Assessment Group or its provision/services into disrepute. Deliberate use of the logo to
misrepresent the status of a qualification may be regarded as fraudulent misrepresentation and will
constitute an infringement of AIM’s intellectual property rights.
7. Enquiries about using any AIM logos should be directed to marketing@aim-group.org.uk.
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
IF promotion agreement and logo requests
Section two: Quote/testimonials
We would like to celebrate the fact that you have achieved this kitemark by promoting your success in our
marketing material*. If you are happy for us to do so and are able to supply a quote we can use, please
complete this section.

E

Examples of testimonial can be found on: https://www.aim-group.org.uk/services/investing-in-yourfuture/testimonials/

Please attribute this quote to…
Name
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A

Please supply a short quote explaining why you became an AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
recognised centre – what benefits will it bring. (Max 130 words)

SA

Position

We would like to use your logo alongside this case study. If you are happy to do so, please supply a highres version of your logo along with this completed form.

* Includes: leaflets, posters, newsletters, exhibition stands, AIM website, emails, e-newsletters, social
media sites, including Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Please delete any quotes you are not happy for
us to use for these purposes.
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AIMINVESTING IN YOUR FUTURE
IF promotion agreement and logo requests
Section three - Learner certificates
As an IF centre you can have your centre’s logo on our IF learners’ certificates of completion which means
we have confidence in your training. This helps you to reinforce your brand to gain and retain your clients.

E

PL

Section four - Approval

A

You will need to supply us with a high-quality jpeg/png of your logo (300 dpi). Please send this to us at
marketing@aim-group.org.uk – making sure to mention that you would like us to use your attached logo
on IF certification.

IS

I have read and understood the conditions of use shown above.
Please complete
Position within organisation

TH

Organisation name
Web address

M

Email address

Telephone number
Date
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Name

SA

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact AIM Qualifications and Assessment Group
Tel: +44 (0)1332 341822

Please complete and return this form via email, remembering to attach any
relevant files to: marketing@aim-group.org.uk
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+44 (0)1332 341822
enquiries@aim-group.org.uk
www.aim-group.org.uk

AIM Qualifications and Assessment Group
3 Pride Point Drive
Pride Park
Derby
DE24 8BX

